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Verse 1 (Bastian KillJOY)

Designed mind space, outlined to find fate
Defined, you timed late, look outside, they irate
As I am to say
The current state of decay needs a change of pace
Speak to reach for a better place
Figures, Letter heads stating things they never meant
Dis-informed information spawned
From institutionalized deviations
Called from made up gods to our nations
Anointing poison, names that are faceless
Joined, they coined the days of hatred
Freedom positioned, poised to take it
Voids leave you naked, scratches, bruises, vacant
Weave illusions as truth bleeds through abrasive
Conclude, confusion, mind manipulation
Treating people stupid, religions useless
Dazed, divided, please remain sane
Try to fight it
Sometimes inspiration comes from silence
Challenge our tyrants
Until our people are instilled with balance
Until it's acquired we won't keep quiet
No I wont speak violence

Chorus (Salome's Parts are verses from Khayyam)

(Salome) Heigh my heart, do not ask fate for kindness

And do not ask the destiny for order 

(Bastian) No we can't be arranged that way 

Time waits for a brand new day 

(Salome) If you look for a cure, your pain will increase

Tolerate the pain and do not ask for anything

(Bastian) Love brings all these tangents together 

Scars branded, so we stand to endeavour



Verse 2 (Salome Mc)

I am floating

Not going anywhere special, my route is a zigzag resulting from my choices

I am in no rush, I walk the way

For my rap though, I use my pain as a medium

Once the trees of happiness started to bloom

The clash between habits and melancholy is inevitable

Wish I could believe something easily and strong enough to go all over the galaxy pursuing it

My memory is like a fish's (I keep forgetting)

My understanding of the world is instinctive (What is imagination, what is reality?)

It is OK when I am alone, I'd have my beat and my rhymes

But now I have a partner that is walking the same path with me

So I have to be aware and present and sincere 

And check myself often to make sure my feet are on the ground

I want to be a good mother at the end

Chorus (Salome's Parts are verses from Khayyam):

(Salome) Heigh my heart, do not ask fate for kindness

And do not ask the destiny for order 

(Bastian) No we can't be arranged that way 

Time waits for a brand new day 

(Salome) If you look for a cure, your pain will increase

Tolerate the pain and do not ask for anything

(Bastian) Love brings all these tangents together 

Scars branded, so we stand to endeavour


